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Introduction
Using implemented grammars to model low-resource
languages can assist the process of language documen-
tation (Bender et al., 2012), but such grammars are ex-
pensive to build and require different expertise to that
required for linguistic field work.

The AGGREGATION Project aims to automat-
ically generate grammars for low resource languages,
taking advantage of the linguistic information incoded in
InterlinnearGlossedText, generalizations in the typolog-
ical literature and stored syntactic syntactic analyses in
the GrammarMatrix customization system.

The Grammar Matrix is a cross-linguistic grammar
customization toolkit that creates precision grammars
for a language based on a users’ specification of its lin-
guistic properties (Bender et al., 2002, 2010). Linguistic
phenomena such as sentential negation (Crowgey,
2012) aremodeled for customization .

The World Atlas of Language Structures
(WALS) is a typological database that includes about
200 structural features of over 2,500 languages, which
also schematizes the typological features of languages
(Dryer andHaspelmath, 2013).

OVERLAP on linguistic typology:
de Almeida et al. (2019) concludes that about 10.4% of
WALS features can be imported into theMatrix.

Goal
We consider how themapping of features betweenWALS and theMatrix can be used to improve the quality of gram-
mar inference, as set forth byBender et al. (2014) andZamaraeva et al. (2019). We illustratewith a case studyof sententialnegation.

MappingWALS features to the GrammarMatrix

Guiding Grammar Inference

Evaluation
We plan to evaluate this method for improving grammar
inference by using the same coverage and ambigu-
ity based evaluation strategy of Zamaraeva et al.
(2019):
• create grammars with the Matrix customization sys-
temusing inferred grammar specifications for 5-10 dif-
ferent languages

•use those grammars to parse held out data not used in
grammar inference

• compare grammar specifications inferred with and
without guidance frommappedWALS features
Wepredict that the guidancewill result in grammars that
have higher coverage, lower ambiguity, or both.
Evaluating Grammar Specification:
•baseline
• grammar inference
• grammar inference +WALS info
• grammar inference +WALS (use core guidance only)
• grammar inference +WALS (use the most common valuesof features to fill in missing info)
• grammar inference WALS (use info from languages in thesame family to fill in missing info)
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